Recruit 12 is widely acknowledged as one of the UK’s leading Technical Engineering recruitment agencies, specialising in several niche sectors including the nuclear industry. We work with many globally renowned organisations who are recognised as world leaders in their sector, but most notably, we are the exclusive recruitment partner for Veolia Nuclear Solutions, sourcing highly skilled candidates to work on their unique and unparalleled projects at their bases in Abingdon and Warrington, and on projects located around the world.

Following the recent news that JF Nuclear has entered administration, Recruit 12 has reached out to those impacted by redundancies to support them with securing a role with our clients.

At present, we have clients that are recruiting for the following positions across various areas of the nuclear sector:

Abingdon:
• Bid Coordinator
• Senior Mechanical Engineer
• Senior Electrical Engineer

Warrington:
• Senior Safety Case Consultant
• Lead Mechanical Engineer
• Lead EC&I Engineer
• Safety Case (All Levels)
• Human Factors (All Levels)

Westlakes/Sellafield:
• Site Agent – Electrical Bias
• Sub Project Manager
• Senior Project Engineer
• Assistant Control Systems Engineer
• Risk Analyst
• Sub Agent
• Safety Case (All Levels)
• Human Factors (All Levels)

Aldermaston:
• Lead Mechanical Engineer
• Lead EC&I Engineer

If you would like to find out more information about these roles or would like to have a confidential chat with one of our consultants, please email us at info@recruit12.com, call on 01905 863110 or visit our website and apply online at www.recruit12.com
#nuclearjobs #nuclearindustry #nuclearenergy #recruitment